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PART I 
C£RTIFICATED PERSONNEL RECOGNITION AND PROCEDURAL AGREEMENT
 
AND
 
METHODS BY WHICH NEGOTIATIONS WILL TAKE PLACE
 
WITH SAID ORGANIZAnON
 
TUPPER LAKE CENTRAL SCHOOL BOARD OF EDUCATION
 
AND
 
TUPPER LAKE UNITED TEACHERS 
ARTICLE I. AGREEMENT 
This recognition and procedural agreement is made and entered into this 28th day of June, 1993, 
and modified on the 20th day of March, 2003, and modified on the 30th day of September. 2004, 
and modified on the 30~ day of July, 2008, and modified on the 22"' day of March, 2012, by and 
between the Tupper Lake Central School Board of Education (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Board") and the Tupper Lake United Teachers (hereinafter referred to as the "United 
Teachers"). 
ARTICLE II - RECOGNITION 
The Board reeognizes the United Teachers as the exclusive negotiating agent for all certified 
personnel under written contract with the Board of Education, excluding the Chief School 
Officer, Administrative Assistants. Prineipals and the Athletic Director, but ineluding 
Department Leaders, Guidanee Counselors, School-Nurse Teachers, Dental Hygiene Teachers, 
School Nurses, Certified Teacber Assistants, Oecupational Therapists, and Personnel in areas not 
requiring specific certification whether or not they shall actually be engaged in classroom 
instruction, such recognition to extend to the date of the tennination of this agreement. The 
United Teaehcrs will periodically remind its membership of their professional responsibilities 
with regard to this negotiated agreement. 
ARTICLE III - MEMBERSHIP: FREEDOM OF CHOICE 
It is further recognized that teachers bave the right to join or not to join the United Teachers, and 
membership shall not be a prerequisite for employment or continuation of employment of any 
employee. 
ARTICLE IV - AREAS FOR DISCUSSION, NEGOTIAnON AND AGREEMENT 
This recognition constitutes an agreement between the Board and the United Teachers to reach 
understandings regarding matters of terms and conditions of employment. The Board and the 
United Teachers recognized that the Board is the legally constituted body responsible for the 
dclcnnination of policies covering all aspects of the Tupper Lake Central School District. The 
Board recognizes that it must operate in accordance with the statutory provisions of the New 
York Slate Law, New York State Education Department and the Rules and Regulations of the 
Commissioner of Education. The Board cannot reduce, negotiate or delegate its legal 
responsibilities. 
ARTICLE V • PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING NEGOTIATIONS 
1. Negotiating Procedures. Designated representatives of the Board shaH meet at an agreed 
upon place and time with representatives of the United Teachers for the purpose of effecting a 
free exehange of facts, opinions, proposals and counterproposals in an effort to reach agreement. 
Both parties agree to conduet such negotiations in good faith and to deal openly and fairly with 
each other on all matters. Following the initial meeting (to be set as described below), such 
additional meetings shall be held as the parties may require in order to reach agreement on thc 
issue, or issues, or until an impasse is reached. Meetings shall not exceed two (2) hours unless 
agreed upon and shall be held at a time other than the regular school hours. 
2. Opening Negotiations. All issues to be proposed for discussion and negotiations shall be 
submitted in writing by both the United Teachers and the Board or their delegated 
representatives at the first meeting of the negotiating teams. In response to any request, a 
meeting shall be set within fifteen (15) days. 
3. Exchange oflnfonnation. Each party shall furrrish the other, upon rea."lonable request, all 
available infomIa1ion pertinent to thc issue or issues under eonsideration. 
4. Reaching Agreement. 'When agrecment is reaehed by the designated representatives of 
thc parties, on all matters and issues under discussion and negotiation; the Board, at its own 
expense, will cause said agreements to be reduced to writing. The proposed contract shall then 
bc promptly submitted to the membership of each party, in accordance with their respective rules 
of the procedure, it shall be executed on behaJf of the parties thereto by their respective duly 
authorized officer or officcrs. 
5. Resolving Differences. In casc of disagreement about the meaning of this recognition 
agreement, or in the cvent an agreement is not reached by negotiations after full consideration of 
proposals and counterproposals, the parties agree to resolve their differcnces by using thc Taylor 
Law (Article 14 of the Civil Service Law). 
ARTICLE VI - RIGHTS OF MINORITIES AND INDIVIDUALS 
The legal rights inherent in the Statute~ of New York State for certified personnel are in no way 
abridged by this agreement. 
~TICLE VII- IMPLEMENTATION AND AMENDMENT 
This recognition and procedural agreement shall becomc effective upon its approval by the 
United Teachers and the Board. It may be amended by consent of both parties with the written 
evidence of said consent being presented by each party to the other. 
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CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF
 
TUPPER LAKE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, TUPPER LAKE, NEW YORK,
 
AND THE TUPPER LAKE UNITED TEACHERS
 
AREA II 
INTRODUCTION 
This contractual agreement, entered into this day of 22nd day of March, 2012, has developed 
from mutual underst.anding of the educational aims and fmancial capabilities of the school 
district by the Board of Education and the Tupper Lake United Teachers. Procedures as 
established under the provision of the Publie Employees Fair Employment Act (Taylor Law) and 
all signed documents on file, such as definition of units of representation by the Board of 
Education, application for registration and/or recognition by the Tupper Lake United Teachers, 
notiee of recognition of the United Teachers posted for the required period and public notice 
published in the local newspaper as prescribed by law, must all be considered part of this 
contract as the nature of their contents applies to wages, salaries and other tenns and conditions 
of employment. All such docwnent<; are to have a lifetime of effectiveness as they relate to the 
duration of this contract. 
ARTICLE 1- DISTRICT EDUCATORS' ASSEMBLY 
Section 1. Purp.:ose 
1.1 The purpose of the District Educators' Assembly is to promote stronger connections 
between the faculty, the administration, and the Hoard of Education. This can best be done by 
openly sharing information, eoncerns, and perceptions. 
1.2 It is not expected that these discu~sions will result in substantive decisions but will rather 
detennine ways by which these decisions can be made. Vlhen appropriate, discussion topics or 
recommendations will be directed to the administratjon, the Board of Education, the site~based 
teams, MiddlelHigh School Department Leaders, Elementary Curriculwn Coordinators or to the 
Executive Board of lhc United Teachers. When appropriate, ad hoc committees may be fonned 
to facititate the discussions of lhe District Educator's Assembly. 
1.1 The District Educators' Assembly wjH not discuss problems that constitute a grievance. 
Grievances will be resolved by means of the grievance procedure oUllined in this contract. 
Section 2. Membership 
Membership in the District Educator's Assembly is given to members of the Executive Board of 
the Tupper Lake United Teachers, the Chief School Officer, administralors, and members of the 
Board ofEdueation. 
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Section 3. Leadership Committee 
A leadership conunittee of the District Educators' Assembly will be composed of the Chief 
School Officer, the President of the Board of Education, and the President of the Tupper Lake 
United Teachers. Ibis committee will solicit discussion topies from the membership, establish 
agendas, and facilitate meetings. This committee is empowered to invite to meetings other 
concerned individuals. 
Section 4. Meetings 
'There will be two annual meetings of the Di!;trict Educators' Assembly, one in the fall and one 
later in the year. Additional meetings may be called by the Leadership Committee. 
ARTICLE II - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
Seetion 1. Declaration ofPolicy 
In ordcr to establish a more hannonious and cooperative relationship betwcen employees, 
administrators and membcrs of the Board of Education, which will enhance the total program of 
the Tupper Lake Central School Systcm, it is hereby declared to be the purpose of these 
procedures to provide a means for orderly senlement of differences promptly and fairly, as they 
arise, and to assure equitable and proper treatment of employees pursuant to all rules, regulations 
and policies of the district. The provisions of these procedures shall bc liberally construed for 
the accomplishment of this purpose. 
Section 2. Definitions 
Teacher shall mean any employee covered by this agreement. 
Administrator shall mean any teacher responsible for or exercising any degree of supervision or 
authority over any other teacher. 
a. Chief School Officer shall mean the Superintendent of Schools. 
b. Immediate Supcrvisor shaH mean the Building Principal. 
Representative shall mean the person or persons designated by an aggrieved employee or group 
of employees as his/her or their counsel to act in hisJher or their behalf. An aggrieved employee 
may not designate more than two representatives when presenting an individual grievance. A 
group of employees (three or more), whcn presenting a grievance, may not designate more than 
five representatives. 
Days for the purpose of this Grievance Procedure only, shall mean days in the school calendar. 
A grievance must be submitted at Infonnal Stagc 1 within twenty (20) school days from the time 
the grievant becamc Rware or should have become aware of the alleged infraction which 
occasioned the grievance, 
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Grievance, for the purpose of this agreement:, shall mean any dispute between the Board and any 
employee or group of employees covered by this agreement eoneerning the meaning and 
application of the speeific written provisions of this agreement. 
Section 3. Basic Prineiple~ 
(1) It i~ the intent of these procedures to provide for the orderly settlement of differenees in a 
fair and equitable manner. The settlement of a grievanee at the earliest possible stage is 
eneoumged. 
(2) An employee shall have the right to present grievances in accordance with these 
procedures free from coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination or reprisal. 
(3) An employee shall have the dg.hllo be represented at any stage of a grievanee procedure. 
(4) Each party to a grievanee shall have access at reasonable times to all \\Titten statements 
and records pertaining Lo such case. 
(5) All hearings shall be confiden'ial. 
(6) ft shall be the responsibility of the Chief School Officer of the districl to enforce 
grievance procedures. Each Administrator shall have the responsibility to consider promptly 
eal,;h grievance presented to himJher and make a determination within the authority delegated to 
himlher within the time specified in these procedures. 
(7) The function of these procedure~ is to assure equitable and proper trealment under the 
existing laws and negotiated agreement between the Board and the United Teachers. They are 
not de~igned to be used for changing such rules or establishing new rules. 
(8) Full report of findings must be published ""'ithin two weeks following the final decision at 
the arbitration stage. 
Section 4. Procedures 
(l) Infonna} Stage J - The aggrieved employee or group of employees shall orally pre~ent 
the grievance to hislher building principal who shall orally and infonnally discuss the gdcvanee 
with the aggrieved employee or group of employees. The building prineipal shall render his/her 
detennination to the aggrieved employee or group of employees within 5 school days after the 
grievance has been presented to him/her. If such grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at this 
stage, the aggrieved employee or group of employees may proceed to the second infonna1 stage. 
(2) InfonnaI Stage 2 - Within five (5) school days after a detennination has been made at the 
prceeding stage, the aggrieved employee or group of employees may make a request that the 
Chief School Officer review and render a detcnnination. 
Within tcn (10) days after the grievanee has been presented to himlher, the Chief School Officer 
shall notify the employee or group of employees of rus/hcr determination in thc matter. 
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(3) Board Stage ~ The aggrieved employee or group of employees may. ,";thin five school 
days of the determination by the Chief School Officer, make a written request to the Board of 
Education that it review the determination. All written statements and reeords of the ca.lle shall 
be submitted to the President oftbe Board of Education by the ChiefSehool Offieer. The Board 
of Education may hold a hearing to obtain further information regarding the case, or it may 
render its detennination on the matter upon the records presented to it. 
Within thirty (30) days after the grievance has been presented to the Board, its detennination 
shall be rendered in writing to the aggrieved, the Chief School Officer, and any other supervisor 
or administrator rendering a detennination in the case. 
(4) Arbitration S~ - Within (20) days of the Board's decision, the Tupper Lake United 
Teachers or the aggrieved teacher(s) may notify the Board that the mailer will be submitted to 
arbitration. The Tupper Lake United Teachers may request that the American Arbitration 
Association submit a list of seven arbitrators. A copy of this request will be submitted to the 
Chief School Offieer. The arbitrator will be selected by the alternate striking of names from the 
Jist until one is designated as arbitrator. 
The arbitrator's decision will be in writing and will set forth hislher findings, reasoning and 
conclusions on the issues submitted. The arbitrator will be without power or authority to make 
any decision, which requires the conunission of an act, prohibited by law or which is violative of 
the tenns of this Agreement. The decision of the arbitrator shall be binding. The arbitrator shall 
have no power to alter, add to or detract from the provision of the Agreement. 
The cost for the ~ervice of the Arbitrator will be horne equally by the District and the Tupper 
Lake United Teachers. 
Hie election to submit a grievance to arbitration shall automatically be a waiver of all other 
remedies or forums which otherwise could be available. 
Note: Grievance procedure."> extending info the summer vacation per;od will proceed as if 
school was in session. 
Seetion 5. Amendments 
These proeedures may be amended by mutual agreement of the United Teachers and the Board, 
Amendments may be proposed by either party and will take effect only after written statements 
of approval have been received by both parties. A copy of these procedures and any 
amendments thereof shall be distributed to all employees and shall be filed with the State Civil 
Service Commission Clerk of the Board within 15 days after their adoption. The procedures 
shall be open to public inspection at reasonable hours at the School Distriet Office. 
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ARTICLE III - PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT 
Section 1. TeacherfTeaching Assistant and School Nurse In-Service Education 
At the request of the United Teachers or on the Board's initiative, arrangements may be made for 
after school eourses, workshops and conferences. Travel, meals, lodging and registration fees 
and the cost of substitute teachers may be deemed appropriate expenses of the Board within the 
limitations ofArticle N, Section 5D(4) of this agreement. 
a. Teachers, Teaching Assistants and School Nurses seeking inservice credit must have 
prior approval from the Superintendent to insure credit for the inservice program. 
b. It shall be the professional responsibility of each professional covered under this contract 
to participate in a minimum of one credit of inservice every two years (one inservicc credit 
equals J0 hours of instructional time). This requircment may be fulfilled through courses from 
the Adironda(.;k Teacher Center, college courses, BOCES OT local workshop~, conferences, or 
with the approval of the Superintendent, an individualized plan of professional growth. If the 
School District reque~ts a teacher to attend an inservice training, workshop or confcrcnce outside 
of the regular school day, the teacher will receivc $12 per hour for actual travel time. 
Teachers who teach inservice courses fOT the district will receive double the number of credits 
stated for the course for up to two (2) prescnters, unle.<:s othernrise agreed upon by the district. 
The presenter(s) \1,111 be compensated for a total of ten (10) hours of preparation time at the 
statcd continuing education hourly rate. A certified Red Cross/CPR trainer will receive up to 
two (2) eredits annually for First Aid and CPRIAED classes complc\ed. Additionally, lhc 
instructor will be compensated for all district approved preparation at thc slated continuing 
education hourly rate. 
c. The School Distriet agrees to offer at least four inservil:e courses eaeh year. A minimum 
of two courses will be offered between July and January. Two additional course~ will be oficred 
between January and June. These courses shall be planned in aceordance with the District's 
Professional Development Plan (PDP) which calls for professional development activities to be 
done through the Comprehensive District Education Plan (CDEP) or other strategic planning 
methods. The CDEP or strategic planning team is compused of teachers, counselors, and 
administrators. The team will plan inservice courses as part of CDEP or annual strategic 
planning. The team will solicit recommendations for courses from all staff. At least two of the 
courses will be planned from the re(;ommendations received if deemed appropriate by the CDEP 
or Strategic Planning Team. 
d. Once a year, thc District will provide to all professionals (;overed undcr this contract a 
continuing education report showing the inservice credit for eaeh individual on record with the 
Superintendent's Offiee. 
e. If alternativelblock scheduling is approved at thc middle&igh sehool, in addition to the 
district's responsibility to offer three district-wide imervice courses under the provisions of 
paragraph c. above, the district will offer onc course cach year at the middlelhigh ::.:chool specitic 
to the teaching techniques which will assist teachers in effectively using the alternativc schedule. 
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These inservice courses will be designed and facilitated by the Tupper Lake MiddlelHigh School 
Site Based Team. All middle/high school teachers 'Will be allowed to take theses courses for 
inserviee credit. Each of these courses will satisfy the teacher's requirement for one inservice 
credit (10 hours of instruetional time) every two years in accordance with paragraph b. above but 
will not increase that requirement. The decision to take any course will be solely that of the 
individual teacher. This is not intended to negate the teacher's three-year professional 
development obligation. 
Section 2. Teaeher Recruitment 
2.1 MiddlelHigh School Department Leaders or Elementary Curriculum Coordinators and 
the appropriate su~jeet area or grade level teaehers will be involved in the selection of new 
teachers, teaeher assistants, and administrators. 
2.2 This procedure is in no way intended to avoid or supersede the legal responsibilities of 
the Chief School Officer and the Board. 
Section 3. Teacher Employment 
3.1 Newly appointed teachers or counselors will receive one year credit for each year of prior 
teaching experience up to eight years of service. 'This eredit will be based on successful full 
years of public school experience or equivalent at the discretion of the Chief School Olliccr. A 
maximum of two years of credit for military service, Peace Corps, Vista Service.. and service of 
other comparable nature at a rate of one per year of service may he credited at the discretion of 
the Chief School Officer. The above language does not preclude the Chief School Officer upon 
the authorization of the Board of Education to place an individual on the salary schedule at a step 
higher than step 8. 
3.2 The granting of credit for teachers who have resigned and later returned to the school 
system, and their placement on the salary schedule, is left to the discretion of the Chief School 
Officer, su~iect to the approval ofthe Board ofEducation. 
3.3 Previously accumulated, unused sick leave may be restored to returning teachers at the 
Board's discretion. 
ARTICLE IV - LEAYES OF ABSENCE 
Section 1, Sick Leave and Personal Leave 
1.1 Sick leave will accumulate in such a manner that at the end of each fiscal year no 
employee will be in a position such that pay has been deducted but credit exists for sick leave. 
The annual allotment of sick leave will be fifteen (15) days, five (5) of which may be utilized as 
personal leave. Days will be fractionalized to accommodate absenees of Jess than a fuH day. 
Teachers who commence paid employment later than September 1 of any school year and 
teachers who leave paid employment before the end of the school year, will be given leave credit 
on a pro-rata basis. Up to four times per year, with approval from the building principal, unit 
members may leave school at 2:00 p.m. or for up to 40 minute~ during the sehool day. To leave 
•
 
during the school day, the unit member must discuss the naturc of the request in suffIcient detail 
for the principal to be assured there wil1 be a timely return. 'This time will not be dedueted from 
sick or personal time, unless the leave is more than 40 minutes. 
1.2 Unused siek leave and unused personal leave in any year wiJ1 accumulate as siek leave. 
Personal leave, as such, does not accumulate. 
1.3 Sick leave wjJJ be granted for days of illness to the teacher. Sick leave will also be 
granted for illness or death in the family in the following cases: 
A. Spouse or child of teacher. 
B. Parent or grandparent of teacher. 
C. Spouse's parent. 
D. Brother or sister of teacher and of spouse. 
E. Others who reside in the same household as part of the Family of the teacher. 
(Sick leave for illness of a member of the family is limited to 30 days per school year, per 
oecurrence, for categories A. and E. above; and Jimited to 10 days per school year, per 
occurrence, in categories D., C., and D. above). 
(Sick !cave for death of a member of the family is limited to 10 days per school year, per 
occurrence, for categories A. and E. above; and limited to 5 days per school year, per occurrence, 
in categories B., c., and D. above). 
Nothing in this language limits the Superintendent from extending the use of sick leave for death 
of a family memher on a case-by-case ba"'is. 
1.4 1\ physician's certifil:ate may be requested by the Chief School Offkcr for absences in 
excess of five (5) consecutive days. If the Chief School Oflicer has reason to believe an 
individual is abusing this provision, he/she may request the physician'S certificate when an 
absence has been less than fJve (5) days. 
1.5 Personal leave is defined as: _ Individual, private leave not assoeiated with illness or 
death. Persona! leave wilt be granted for personal business activities but not for any other 
problem the solution of which is the responsibility of the teacher. Personal leave in order to 
extend a vacation or holiday will not be granted on the day or days immediately preceding or 
immediately following any such vacation. Except in cases of emergency, arrangements for 
personal leave shaH be made at least one week in advance, in writing, and submitted to the 
Principal ofthe building the teacher spends the majority ofthe time working in. 
1.6 A teacher who has completed a minimwn of two (2) full years of teaching service in the 
district and who is unable to teach because of illness, and who has exhausted all available sick 
leave, may apply for a leave of absence, without pay, for a period of one (1) year. The teacher 
must verify that he/she is actually sick and unable to teach and upon such verifieation the Board 
will granl approval. The leave will be tenninated if the teacher retires or accepts other 
employment on a regular basis during the sehool year. 
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1.7 ~otwithstanding the language above, Unit members will be paid a year-end bonus of 
$450 if they use no sick or personal leave during the school year. Unit members who use one (1) 
sick or personal day wilJ receive $300 at the end of the school year. Unit members who use two 
(2) sick or personal days will receive $175 lit the end of the school year. 
1.8	 Sick Leave Pool; 
A sick leave pool shall be made available to members of the Teaching and Administrative 
bargaining units. Rules pertaining to the sick leave pool are as follows: 
A. Any member wishing to join win make applie.ation on the appropriate fonn prior to 
September 20. Any teacher hired after September 20 will receive written notification, by the 
District within len (10) school days of hire. of the Sick Leave Pool application. 1be enrollment 
period for new hires will be ten (1 0) school days from the date notification was received. 
13. To join the sick leave pool, a member will donate three (3) sick leave days to the pool. 
To maintain membership, a member must donate one (1) sick leave day per year except as 
described below. Membership will continue from year to year without reapplying. Regular part­
time teachers initially will donate three (3) part-time days of leave to the pool and one (1) part­
time day each year to continue membership. 
The total nwnber of days available for distribution from the sick leave pool in any sehool year 
will be two bundred seventy five (275). 
If. as of September 20 of any given year, the number of accumulated sick leave days in the pooJ 
exceeds 550, only those teachers applying for initial membership will be required co contnbute. 
C. Days donated to the pool are not refundable, except as stipulated in Item 0.13 of this 
section. 
D.	 The sick leave pool shall be available for illness or disability ofthe member only. 
E.	 To be eligible a member musl have exhausted all sick leave. 
F. No applications for the pool will be accepted if the memher has become sick or disahled 
before making application. 
G. The application for use of the sick leave pool must be accompanied by a doctor's 
statement. 
H. The member js also required to furnish any other information the Coopera!ivc Review 
Board may request. 
I.	 Applications should be made within one week of eligibility. 
J.	 Applications submitted more than one week after sick leave is exhausted will be 
considered only when extraordinary circwnstances prevent applying on time. 
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K. Any member making a false statement in requesting sick days from the pool or from his 
OVt'TI accumulated sick leave, or who shall deceive or attempt to deceive the school district and/or 
the CRB, shall be guilty of fraud punishable by immediate suspension from the sick leave pool 
for such a period of time as determined by the CRB. 
L. The CRB will render a written decision on all requests with one copy going to the 
member and one eopy going to the Superintendent of Schools. 
M. When the individual has drawn hislher maximum entitlemeilt from lhe pool, and returns 
to work, the individual wiJJ be eligible to draw from the pool again for an illness or disi;ibility that 
is not a recurrence of the illness or disability for which he/she has dra",n. 
N. When a member does not use the total number of days allocated, the remainder will be 
returned to the pool. 
O. Cooperative Review Board: 
1. The CRE shall consist of three (3) members of the United Teachers appointed 
annually by the President, three (3) persons appointed annually by the Superintendent of 
Schools and one (1) per~on mutually agreed upon annually by the United Teachers 
President and the Supcrintendent of Schools. 
2. The CRE will publish the official list of members in the ~jck leave pool by 
October I of each year, a copy of which will be sent to the Superintendent'~ Office. 
3. A chairperson shall be elected by the CRn, from its membership, to serve for the 
duration of lhe negotiated agreement. 
4. The chairperson will appoint .a secretary fi'Om the members of lhe CRE. 
5. The CRE may require a member, requesting and/or receiving benefits, to submit 
to a physical and/or menta1 examination by a doctor of the CRB's choice. The member 
will be responsible for all costs of the examination. 
6. CRE decisions will be final and not subject to a grievance procedure. 
7, The CRB may reque~t the applic-ant to meet with the CRB, if a meeting is deemed 
necessary. 
8. The CRE will not honor applications for one day illnesses. 
9. The CRB will not consider normal pregnaney or childbirth as a reason for using 
the sick leave pool. 
10. When the sick leave pool balanee drops below 100 days, the CRB will assess each 
member an equal number of days which will be deducted from that member's sick leave 
to replenish the pool The CRE will determine the number of days. 
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If a member has exhausted hislher sick days when such an assessment is made, he/she 
will continue hislher membership with the assessed days dedueted at the beginning of the 
next school year. Members will be notified when the assessment is made. 
11. The CRB may grant as a maximum the following benefits to eligible members: 
During the first year of membership in the pool 30 days
 
During the seeond year of membership in the pool 50 days
 
During the third year of membership in the pool. 70 day~
 
During the fourth year of membership in the pool 90 days
 
During the fifth year of membership in the pool 110 days
 
During the sixth year ofmembersmp in the pooL 130 days
 
During the seventh year of membership in the pool 150 days
 
Part-time teachers will receive proportionate benefits: e.g. twenty (20) half days during 
the first year of membership, etc. for a teaeher working 50% of the school day. 
12. Sick leave payments will end with the last pay period of the school year. 
13. If, at the tennination of the negotiated agreement, the sick leave pool is not 
renewed, the current members of the pool will be reimbursed the lesser of: (1) the 
numb~r of Jays each eontributed to the pool; or, (2) a proportionate number of days 
remaining in the pool. 
Section 2. Maternity/Child Rearing Leave 
Upon request, maternity/child rearing leave will be granted to any faculty member. This leave js 
also available to any adopting parent under the same conditions. If both parents are employees 
of the District, either the husband or the wife may apply, not both. In cases where the child may 
be older than ] year, the Board may also grant such leave upon request. 
At the time the maternity/child rearing leave is requested, a beginning and ending date must he 
given to the Chief School Offieer. The school district will allow the remainder of the school year 
plus the following full sehool year. If the teacher wishes to return at an earlier or later date, 
arrangements may he made with the Chief School Offieer. 
A teacher who has taught (including paid leave) one semester or more, or 90 days, during the 
school year in which the leave commences shall be entitled to the next step on the salary 
sehedule on rcturn. A pregnant tcaeher terminating her active employment, by agreement with 
the Chief School Officer as hcrein above provided, may elect to (a) take maternity leave without 
compensation, and/or (b) take sick leave to the extent that her doctor declares her to be disahled 
(normally six weeks aftcr delivery). 
In the ease of adoption, regardless of the age of the child, the adoptive parentJteacher/employec 
will be afforded the same rights and privileges as the employees who are receiving maternity 
leave. Additionally, a parent adopting a pre-school age child, may usc 20 days of sick leavc at 
thc Onset of the adoption. This period may be extended in the ease ofa medical problem with the 
child where a doctor certifies the nced for extended care. 
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In no case will sick leave benefits be paid for days in exeess of the teacher's aecumulated sick 
leave. 
Section 3, Tcmp(miry Leave, Fxtended Leave and Professional Leave 
Since it is clearly lll1derstood that granting of temporary leave, extended leave and professional 
leave for any purpose may present a serious problem edueationally, it is agreed that 
consideration will be given to eases on an individual basis, Any teacher desiring eonsideration 
for any purpose relating to these areas may apply to Lhe Board for consideration and every effort 
will be made to give consideration to each particular, individual case, with effective instruction 
of the pupils of the school district to be considered the most important responsibility of all 
concerned. There shall be no loss of aecwnulated sjck leave and right to health insurance. 
Seetion 4. Sabbatical Leave 
If and when such leaves are granted, the following guidelines shall he considered: 
Any teacher who has reeeived tenure status with seven (7) years of teaching in the Tupper Lake 
School System shall he eligible for Sabbatical Leave. The Board wi!! select the teacher whose 
Sa.bbatical Leave will, in the opinion of the Board, most benefit the School system. However, 
the Board will not be bound to grant the leave. 
I. Priority and approval of such leave shall be based on the following eriteria among other 
things: 
a. Educational value to the School District. 
b. full year applicants. 
c, Relationship to candidates field, 
d. First applicant. 
e. Length of serviee ln the District. 
£. School need. 
2. The request for leave must be submitted to the Chief School Officer by February 1st 
preceding the school year in which the Sabbatical Leave is desired. The Board will answer, in 
writing, within forty (40) days after the request. 
3, Teachers with a minirnwn of seven (7) years of service in the District may apply for such 
leave. They have the option of receiving full salary for one half year or one haIf salary the full 
year. Salary paymcnts shall be based on the salary that nonnally would be paid to the teacher 
during the period of such kave. 
4. A teacher who takes advantage of Sabbalical leave must agree to and must actually return 
to the School District for three (3) ycars of serviee or repay to the District all funds he/she had 
received. with interest at the highest rate allowed by law which shall run from the date such 
funds were paid to himlhcr. 
5. A teacher who accepts Sabbatical Leavc shall not be eligible for Sabbatical leave again 
until he/she senres seven (7) more years in the Distriet from the date of hislher re1urn. 
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Section 5. Professional Leave 
(This policy is intended to help accomplish the following purposes). 
A. Improve the instructional program. 
B. Encourage professional growth. 
C. Bring the best educational thinking and research to bear on local problems. 
D. Encourage educators to seek and keep positions in the. Tupper Lake Central Schools. 
1. The Chief School OlIker shall encourage school personnel to take part in professional 
activities designed to develop understanding and improve competence in their respective areas of 
school work and such as will best meet the needs of our school!!. 
2. In order to carry out the policy set forth above, members of the professional staff may, at 
the discretion ofthe Chief School Officer, be allowed to be absent from their regular duties while 
recei....ing full pay to participate in sueh activities as C(lnferences, eOllventions, inter~sehool visits 
and work within the Stale Education Department. 
3. Care shall bc taken that adequate provisions are made for replacing, ifnceessary, the staff 
member who shall be absent to insure that the number of persons attending a given activity i.s 
consistent with rcasonable economy and is such ~ not to impair educational services, that 
reasonable rotation among the staff members is practiced, and that inforamation obtained be 
presented to all staff members conccrned and a report given to the Board. 
4. For approved teacher conferenees and other professional activities, actual and reasonable 
expenses for such activity shall be reimbursed up to seventy five dollars (S75.00) plus 
transportation, upon presentation of the proper claim fonns. If the District requests teachers to 
go to such activity, that teacher shall be reimbursed up to 100% for prior approved expenses. 
Reimbursement for mileage will be eomputed at the rate established annually by the Roard of 
Education. 
Section 6. 1u!)" Duty 
Any teacher summoned for jury duty shall be granted leave to serve without loss of salary, 
personal leave or skk leave lime. 
Section 7. Health Insurance During )~eave5 ofAbsence 
In cases where extended child-rearing leave is granted, the district ""ill provide the teacher on 
leave with heal1h insurance for a period of six months or for the remainder of the school year, 
whichever is greater. 
[0 cases where other temporary unpaid leave is granted to an employee with fewer than five 
)'ears of service, health insurance will be made available to thc teacher on unpaid leave at the 
cost that is eharged to the District for such coverage. Health insuranee for teachers with between 
five and ten years of service wilJ be made available at a rate of 50% of the cost that is charged to 
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the District. Health Insurance for teachers with greater than 10 years of service will bc provided 
by the District. 
ARTICLE V - TEACHER AND ASSOCIATION RIGHTS 
1. The Board shall make availahle, during normal working hours, to the United Teachers 
(upon request), any reasonably available public infoIIIUltion, statistics and records relevant to 
negotiations, or necessary to the proper administration of this agreement. 
2. The United Teachers shall be given an opportunity at Building Faculty Meetings to 
present brief reports and announcements. 
3. The United Teachers shaH have the right to post notiees of its activity and matters of the 
United Teachers concern on existing teachers' bulletin boards in each school building. The 
United Teachers may usc teacher mailboxes for communieations to teachers in aeeordance with 
present policy. The public address system may be used at convenient times as detennined by the 
Building Principal for announcement of date, time and location of meetings. 
4. The United Teachers shall have the right to use school facilitics for its activities and 
meetings at convcnicnt times as determined by the Chief School Officer. 
5. Eligible teachers shall have the right to participate in activitic5 pertincnt to the operation 
of the New York State United Teachers' Association without loss of payor leave time. Those 
eligible shall include NYSUT Delegate and alternate to attend the NYSUT Representative 
Assembly, and the delegate and altemale to the NYS Teachers' Retirement System Conference, 
and the Presidcnt or dcsignee of thc Tupper Lake United Teachers. Days used by the President, 
or designee. will be used for the purpose of conducting representation activities and District and 
United Teaeher5 liaison work. Such time taken shall not cxcced an aggregatc total of eight (8) 
days in any school year. Except under extenuating circumstances, the Chief School Offieer shall 
be given a minimum of two (2) days prior notice ofthe5c ab5cm;es. 
6. The United Teachers President will be provided with a copy of the Board's Poliey 
Handhook and with copies of any change in amendments thereto. 
7. All teachers shall be entitled to attend, free of charge, all home-5chool activities. 
8. Written permission must be received from the Chief School Officer before any soliciting 
of funds from school personnel by outside agencie5 5hall commence. School personnel shall not 
be approached during the school day ior the5c fund5. 
9. The Board will consult with the appropriate Building Level Planning Tcams (or their 
equivalent) during the plarming process of any proposed major ehange in educational iacilities or 
curriculwn. Such consultation shall in no way be deemed to limit the Board's right to 
unilaterally determine such specifications or changes. 
10. The United Teachers President or hislher de5ignee 5hall be allowcd to visit all school 
building5 to invcstigate working condition5, teaeher's complaints, problems or for other purposes 
relating to the proper administration of this agreement. The time 50 used must not contliet with 
the teaching duties of the President or hislher dC5ignce or persons to be interviewed. 
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The Building Principals will make every effort, when scheduling non-instructional duties, to 
relieve the President of the United Teachers from any such duties. 
11. The Board agrees to provide, at its own expense, a copy of this agreement to each 
teacher. 
12. An itemized deductioIl; slip will accompany each pay check. 
ARTICLE VI - TEACHER CONDITIONS 
1. The regular school day for teachers shall not exceed a total of seven (7) hours and thirty 
(30) minutes. Teaehers at the Middle/High School shall sign in by 7:30 and will be pennitted to 
leave at 2:40. Teachers at LP Quinn shall sign in by 7:50 and will be permitted to leave at 2:50. 
On one day per month the regular workday may be extended to eight (8) hours for the purpose of 
faculty meetings if seheduled. 'Ine Superintendent agrees to meet with representatives of the 
Association to discuss any alleged abuses in the application of this section. 
2. Class Load: 
2.1 Teachers will receive a preparation period of at least forty (40) continuous minutes per 
day. Every attempt will be made to provide this time in one uninterrupted period. If this is not 
possible, the preparation period will not be divided into more than two periods. In addition to 
their daily preparation period, teachers will receive one duty free lunch period of approximately 
thirty (30) minutes including passing time. 
2.2 It shall be the District's goal to hold the middle school-high school teacher's tcaching 
responsibility to no more than two (2) subject areas and a total of three (3) teaching preparations. 
A. The President of the Tupper Lake United Teachers and the Chief School Officer 
will review the master schedule each year to d~termine if any teachers have been 
assigned teaching responsibilities in excess of two (2) subject areas and a total of three 
(3) teaching preparations. If this has happened and either the President of the Tupper 
Lake United Teachers or the Chief School Officer feel it is necessary, a review 
committee will be formed to study the situation. 
B. The review committee will be empowered to make recommendations to the 
administration or the Board of Education in an effort to bring the teacher's teaching 
responsibility into confonnity with the District's goal. A wrinen response to tho~e 
recommendations will be provided to the committee and to the President of the United 
Teacher~. 
2.3 A standard teaching load for MiddlelHigh School teacher5 is considered to be five two­
mod classes or an average of roughly 200 minute~ of direct instruction each day. Teachers who 
agree to do so may be scheduled to teach a sixth class for a maximum of roughly 240 minutes of 
direct instruction. In the case of a teacher with six classes or roughly 240 minutes of instruction, 
no supervisory time will be assigned. Teachers with five classes or roughly 200 minutes per day 
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of instruction and who have 60 minutes for lunch and preparation time may be assigned 
additional supetvisory covemgc. 
Teachers at the Middle/high school who teach 200 minutes per day and have 60 minutes for 
lunch and preparation time, may periodicallY be assigned coverage for an absent staff member. 
This assignment is not eligible for additional compensation as noted in ArtieJe XVI. 
It is understood that first and second year teachers, teachers with more than three different preps, 
department leaders, music teachers, and special education teachers will not be su~ieet to such 
assignment. Teachers with predominately middle school assignments may be included in this 
duty, provided such assignment does not interfere with the 7th or 8th grade tcam planning time. 
Teachers eligible lor such duty will meet with the principal early in the school year to determine 
which mods may be eovered in this marmer and a rotation for sueh assigned eoverage should it 
become necessary. It is under~tood that no substitute coverage will be assigned prior to this 
meeting. 
If a teacher substitutes more than 10 mods per quarter, he/she may discuss the situation with the 
building principal to find an agreed upon solution. Teachers wiII be notified of a specific 
coverage as much in advance as possible. The prineipal may cancel the ~pecific assigrunents, 
should he/she be convinced by the teacher that there is an important reason to do so. 
2.4 Employment Conditions of Department Leaders and Curriculum Coordinators 
a. The employment conditions of Department Leaders spccified in this agreement 
are based on the Department Leader job description dated July 22, J999 and revised June 
II, 2002 and May 5, 2004. Any changes in this job description will require a change in 
the employment conditions specified in this agreement. 
b. Department leader positions in ELA and math and Curriculum Coordinator 
positions in ELA and math will be posted by the District and appointed annually by the 
Board of Education. Science, social studies, and all other areas may be filled at the 
discretion of the District. If a Department Leader or Currieulum Coordinator position is 
not renewed, or the teaeher is not re-appointed, or the teacher chooses not to continue as 
Department Leader or Curriculum Coordinator, the teacher shall return to full time duties 
under the negotiated salary schedule and agreement and maintain seniority status. The 
tcacher will have the right to return to teaching the classes he/she left prior to becoming 
the department leader. The administration will solicit suggestions and comments 
concerning Department Leader candidates prior to the selection of individuals for these 
positions. 
c, Department Leaders will be released from at least 80 minutes of instructional 
and/or supervi~ory duties unlcss otherwise agreed upon. Curriculum Coordinators will be 
provided release time as needed to complete matters related to their duties as approved by 
the building principal. 
d. Department Leaders and Curriculum Coordinators shall remain current with 
regard to New York State Curriculum Standards and research supported pedagogy. The 
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schoof district shall provide time for Department Leaders and Curriculum Coordinators to 
pursue professional development that faciJitates this condition. 
e. Department Leaders shaH do observations nnd peer coaching as outlined In 
AddendumA. 
2.5 At the MiddlelHigh School, teachers and teaeher assistants will be available to help 
students during the tutorial period. 
2.6 At the MiddlelHigh School, teachers are expected to supervise hallways before and after 
school and between classes. Teachers will be in the building 20 minutes before the start of 
schooJ and in homerooms at least 10 minutes before the start of the school day. 
2.7 Thc remainder of the teacher workday at the MiddlelHigh School will bc tcaehcr lunch 
and preparation time. 
2.8 It is agreed and understood that onc ofthc advantages of the use of an altemativelblock 
schedule is that it provides added instructional time. This time may be used to broaden course 
offerings as well as reduee class size. If altemativelblock scheduling is implemented, teachers 
Vlill see a decrease in their avcrage class size as compared Vlith what class size averages would 
have been under a traditional schedule. For example, if class sizes average 25 with a traditional 
schedule, average class size in a block schedule should be 21. Regardless of the 
alternative/block schedule, average class size will not be required to be less than 18. No mcmbcr 
of the bargaining unit shall be subject to a reduction in whole or in part, as a result of the District' 
implementing an alteTllBfive/bJock schedule. 
Note: There may be exceptions to tbe above language because of limitations on the number of 
studcnt workstations available. Physical Education classes may not bc smaller undcr a block 
schedule but should be 30 students or less pcr instruetor. 
2.9 For the purposes of this contract, an altcmativelblock schedule will mean a teaching 
schedule which spreads an annual teaching load that would have constituted five sections of 
students in a flex-mod schedule into an annual teaching load of six sections. For example, a 
teaching load of 120 students in a flex-mod schedule would normally be divided into five 24 
student sections. Using an alternativelblock schedule, those same 120 students would bc divided 
into six sections of20 students each. 
2.10 It is recognized that the size of a class influences each child's performance. Every 
rcasonable effort will be made to maintain class sizes below the following: 
Grades K-3: 21 students
 
Grades 4-6: 26 students
 
Grades 7-12: 26 students·
 
Whcn all elass sizes at a grade level reach one less than the maximum, thc Building Prineipal, 
Chief School Officer, and all of thc affected grade level teacher!> will meet in order to explore 
alternatives should the class size go over the above standards. A wril1en report of this meeting 
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including advantages and disadvantages of alternatives will be made to the Board of Education 
and a copy provided to the President of the United Teaeher,). 
*1t is recognized that scheduling difficulties may produce an uneven balance in class size from 
time-to-time within some sections. 
2.11 The United Teachers and the Board are committed to continuous school improvement. It 
is reeognized that cooperative planning and shared decision-making is an important part of 
school improvement. The United Teachers and the Board agree to work together to implement 
the Shared Decision-Making Plan adopted by the Board of Education and approved by the State 
Education Department. To demonstrate the commitment of the United Teachers and the Board 
to shared decision-making, it is understood that any provision in this contract may be amended or 
altered. If it is necessary to alter or amend a provision of this c<mtract to facilitate shared 
decision-making, this may only be done with the agreement of both the United Teachers and the 
Board. This agreement will be written, signed by the United Teachers and the Board, and added 
to this contract. 
3. Dues Deduction: 
3.1 Payroll deduetion for dues to the Tupper Lake United Teachers, New York State United 
Teacher's Association and the American Federation of Teachers will be gr.mted to any 
professional staff member who files a Dues Deduction Authorization. 
3.2 Dues will be deducted continuously in installments agreed upon hy the United Teachers 
and the Chief School Officer beginning with the first paycheck in October. 
3.3 The District agrees to deduct from bargaining unit member:> monies designated by an 
employee for the purpose of the NYSUT Bencfit Trust program 
4. Agency Fee: 
4.1 Effective July 1, 1984, the District shall deduct from the wages or salary of employees in 
the bargaining unit who are not members of the United Tcachers the amount equivalent to the 
total dues levicd by the United Teaehers and shall transmit the SlUll so deducted to the United 
Teachers in accordance with Chapters 677 and 678 of the Laws of 1977 of the State of New 
York. The United Teachers affinns that it wilt adopt such procedure for refund of agency fee 
deduction as required in Section 3 of Chapters 677 and 678 of thc Laws of the Statc of New 
York. 
4.2 The Agency Shop fee deduction shall be made following the same procedures as 
applicable for dues cheek otf except as otherv.ise mandated by law. 
5. i Free off-strcet parking facilities for teachcr's exclusive use wilJ be providcd. 
5.2 Teachers shall work within their areas of competence and will not be assigned, except 
temporarily and for good reason, outside of their areas of certification. When the Building 
Principal must assign a teacher to teach a course for which he/she is not certified, he/she wiU 
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confer with the teacher involved and the building principal 5hall provide a written summary of 
that meeting to the teacher and to the President of the United Teachers. 
5.3 Except as required by this Agreement, the duties and responsibilities of teachers will not 
be substantially altered without prior consultation between the teacher and Administration. 
5.4 In making teacher-assignment changes in grade level, from one department to another or 
from one building to another, volunteers will first be sought. Notifications of any changes are to 
be made as soon as possible. 
5.5 The Chief School Officer or hislher designee will give written notice of vacancies, 
promotions, new positions and extra-curricular activity assignments as soon as reasonably 
po5sible following hislher knowledge of such vacancy, new position, extra-curricular activity 
assignment or promotional opportunity to all teachers. The administrators in turn will consult 
with the existing personnel who would be affected by a change. 
5.6 Teachers who desire a change in grade or subject assignment shall file a written statement 
of such desire with the Chief School Officer and the Building Principal prior to April I. Such 
statement shall include the grade and/or subject to which the teacher desircs assigrunent. Within 
thirty (30) days of request, the Chief School Officer or Building Principal shall provide the 
teacher and the President of thc United Teachers with written notification of the action taken in 
regard to hislher request, specifying reasons if the request cannot be grantcd. 
5.7 A five-column ~ign-in sheet will be provided with: 
Column 1 teacher/teaeher assistants names printed alphahetically 
Column 2 space for teacher/teacher assistant signature (opposite name) upon 
arrival in the morning 
Column 3 space for substitutes signature 
Column 4 5pace for time of departure ifdeparting ill or for personal reasons 
Column 5 ~pacc for time and destination jfdeparting during an unassigned lunch 
period 
Teachers/teacher assistant5 will not be required to sign-out at the end of the school day. 
5.8 Teachers/teacher assistants will be allowed to leave the building during unassigned lunch 
periods and during unassigned periods on payday. At any other time, teachers/teacher assistants 
may leave the buLJding only with the pennission of the Principal. If the Principal is not available 
and it is absolutely necessary to leave, the teacher/teacher assistant will notify office personnel. 
Teachers will sign out/in when leaving and retwn.ing. 
5.9 Teachers who have teaching responsibilities in two building5 will be provided with a 
minimum of 15 minutes transition time between the end of the last class in the fust building and 
the beginning of the first class in the second building. This transition time will nol be taken out 
ofche teacher's luneh or preparation time. 
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6. Work Year: 
The work year for teachers and teacher assistants is 183 days. In addition, school nurses 'Nill 
work as necessary at other times to provide physical exams for bus drivers, cafeteria staff, 
student atWetes, and smdents needing working papers. A school calendar showing 185 days wiIl 
be adopted. If no snow days/emergency days arc used, one additional day will be added to the 
Memorial Day Weekend vacation. 
7. Distance Learning: 
7.1 The general purpose of distance learning is to provide courses, iru;ervice offerings, adull 
education, and other offerings that would not be othern'ise available in Tupper Lake. It is 
Wldcrslood that the usc of the distance learning technology does not constitute a waving of rights 
to exclusive bargaining unit work as described in Part I, Article II of this agreement. 
7.2 Teachers who usc the distance learning to originate (transmit) courses will be those 
teachers who the district feds can best make use of this teehnology. To the extcnt possible, 
volunteers will be used to offer distance learning cOurseS. If DO volunteers are available to teach 
a designated course, the district will select a staff member aftcr consultation with all members of 
the specific department. New staff members rna)' bc assigned to teach distance learning courses 
as part oftheir appointment to the faculty. 
7.3 When asked by the District to teach a Distance learning course, the teacher will be 
infonned of his/her (l) class schedule (class times and school calendar), (2) arrangements for 
training in general equipment operation; (3) extent of responsibility for general equipment 
operation; (4) responsibilities involved in grading participating district's students: (5) 
obligations to the participating school district outsIde of the classroom (sociaJ functions, parents' 
nights, etc.). If such obligations are agreed to, the teacher and the participating distriets will 
ffirlke mutually acceptable arrangements including meals, mileage and any other compensation, if 
necessary, for atlendance at such functions. 
74 Teacher Assistants will not be used to present instruction in dislanc~ learning courses. If 
the district assigns a teacher or a teacher a<:;sistant to supervise a receiving class, such assignment 
shall be in accordance with the provisions this collective bargaining agreement. 
7.5 TraIning for participants will be provided. Thc cost(s) of training shall be established and 
borne by the district. Compensation, if any, for such training for thc participants shall be subject 
to the applicable provisions of district policy and the negotiated agreement. 
7.6 When a teacher accepts an assigrunent to develop or modify curriculum for a course to bc 
offered through Distance learning, the teacher shall be compensated for hislher services or 
provided with school time for hislher services. Thc District will pay the teacher or provide 35 
hours of curriculum development time. Curriculum development time beyond 35 hours shall be 
at the District's discretion. 
7.7 A qualified bargaining unit member shall teach any program delivered from this school 
district for the purpose of educating children. Due to the interactivc nature of the technology, the 
transmission should be live; subsequent use of taped recordings of live transmission should be 
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used solely for instructional purposes. Any audio-visual reeordings of the classes made in the 
host district are the property of the host district and the district shall make such recordings 
available for the teacher's personal professional, non~commercial use. Such recordings will not 
be used in connection with teaeher evaluation. 
7.8 No participating district shaH make any audio-visual recordings without the knowledge of 
the sending teacher. It is cxpected that the making of recordings will be solely for the purpose of 
aiding students cnrolled in the course. 
7.9 Unless otherwise authorized by the instructor, a Distance learning Program will not be 
transmitted over regular public access television. 
7.10 The Distance Learning Program teacher shall not have responsibility to maintain or repair 
any equipment used in transmitting the lesson, or any equipment used in responding to the 
inquires of those receiving the broadcast. Operational responsibilities should be minimal, and 
appropriate training provided. 
7.11 Total combined enrollment in a distance learning c1a~s shall be limited to a range of
 
twenty (20) to twenty-three (23) students, unless the teacher consents otherwise.
 
7.12 Evaluation ofthc host teacher ~"ill be done in accordance with the provisions of this
 
collective bargaining agreement. His/her administrator ~iU make any complaint with respect to
 
a Tupper Lake teacher's performance originating in a receiving district known to the teacher
 
within two school days.
 
7.13 Host and receiving districts will cooperate in the selection oftcxtbooks and other material 
for shared distance learning courses. The host district, however, shall have fmal responsibility 
for those materials. 
7.14 The Tupper Lake teacher ha<; an obligation for reporting knov..n and observable discipline 
problems to the participating school. 
7.15 Visitors to a Distance learning classroom will make arrangements with the principal in 
advance. 
8. Teacher Assistants 
8.1 Each teaching assistant must have New York State Teaching Assistant certification or be 
eligible for such certification. 
8.2 Since the position of each individual Teaching Assistant may be so dissimilar, the duties, 
responsibilities, and activities of each will be arranged through agreement by the Tupper Lake 
United Teachers and the District, to he reviewed annually. 
9. Individual Educational Plans 
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9.1 Teachers required to write Individual Education Plans will be given release time to write 
these plans. This relea"'e time will not exceed four days per school year. Advanced approval of 
the Director of Special Programs is n;<.J.uired. 
ARTICLE VII - TEACHER RESPONSIBILITIES 
The United Teachers and Doard of Education agree that teachers will perfonn the following 
professional responsibilities: 
1.	 Sign in and assume supervisoI)' responsibilities consistent with 5.6 wldt':r the Ankle 
entitled Teacher Condition~. 
Be on duty at all prescribed times in areas whert' 'lssigned. 
3.	 A teacher shall never leave a class or grade unsupervised. 
4. Teachers wi11 be available in their classrooms during tutorial periods to assist pupils, 
prepare lessons, grade papers, etc Teachers will not leave their classrooms during the first 15 
minutes (allowing students lime to seek help) of such periods. It i~ understood that the reasons 
for having the periods can best be accomplished when teachers remain in their rooms, If 
teachers need to leave their rooms, they will place a notice on the door indicating their location. 
5. Teachers will attend all department meetings, curriculum meetings and the like called by 
Principals, Department Leaders, Curriculum Coordinators Of olher supervisory pcrsonnel. 
6. Teachers will prepare writ1en lesson plans in duplicate and present them to a person 
designated by the building Principal. Lesson plans should be submitted the last day of school 
ellch week to cover the planned teaching program f('lr the follo""'ing week. 
7. Teachers wlll maintain a class register containing a reasonable number of grades for each
 
pupil.
 
8. Tenured teachers will submit a copy of each mid·year cxamination and year-end
 
examination to their Department Leader prior to each testing dale.
 
Non-tenured teachers will submit a copy of each mid-year examination and year·end 
examination to their Department Leader or Principal three (3) school days prior to each testing 
date. 
9. Teachers will be notified and provided with proper fonns and catalogs. by DeJ)Brtment 
Leaders or other supervisory personnel. thirty (30) days before requisition orders are due. They 
will submit, individually or collectively by department, a list of supplies, equipment and tests 
needed for the succeeding year: such Jist to contain the name of the item, page, catalog number 
and prices, as well as the publisher (in the case of textbooks). This should be submitted as 
directed by the Chief School Ofiieer or his/her designee. 
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10. In courses wherc State syllabi are not specific, teachers will submit, upon request, to the 
Materials Center or other designated ar~a, a course outline covering sequential plans for the year, 
semester, quarter or whatever unit of time is deemcd most appropriate by the administrator to 
whom they are directly responsible. The time of submission should bc agreeable to the teachers 
involvcd and their immediate supervi::;or. 
] 1. Tcachers will serve as mcmbers of on-going or short tcrm teams or committees. 
Volunteering to serve on these various teaJTl::; or committees is pnrt of a teacher's professional 
responsibility. 
12. Parent-teacher conferences will bc scheduled by tcaehers whcn necessary. Teachers will 
participate in scheduled Open Houses, Curriculum Nights, and Report Card Conferences. Only 
under extra-ordinary circumstances will teachers be excused by the building principal from 
attending such events. Jo those eases, the teacher will notify parents of an ahemativc time to 
meet. 
13. Upon request, teachers will prepare home-study as:sig1l1l1ents and materials for pupils 
eonfined to their homes by aecident or illness. 
J4. Advisors of classes, groups, etc. wjIJ bc sought from teachers on a voluntary basis before 
assigrunents are made. 
15. The organization and implementation of an orientation program [or new teachers will bc 
a joint responsibility of the Unitcd Teachers and the DiMrict. 
16. A teachcr shall not use his/her professional position as a teacher in tbe Tupper T,ake 
Central School District as an influencc to sell or solicit for private gain. 
] 7. Each teacher will maintain the confidcntiality of students' records. 
18. When it is necessary for a teacher to leavc hislher assigned position for any reason the 
teaeher must notify the office. 
19, Each teaeher is ultimately responsible to the Chief School Officer and is directly 
responsible to the Building Principal where helshe is teaching or pertonning a school service. 
20. No teacher will collect or accept money from school children except for the purposes 
prcviously approved in writing by the Ruilding Princjpnl or Chief School Officer. Money must 
not bc left in classrooms or teachers desks overnight, but should be delivcred to the Building 
Principal'!; Officc. 
21. Teachcrs are not liable to pay for books or materials lost, damaged or destroyed (from the 
classrooms) except when gross negligenee cxists. 
22. Teachers will be given thc opportunity to volunteer to serve for one on campus 
chaperoning or supervisory duty per school year. A list of known duties will be distributed to 
teachers by October 1 of each school year. Teachers are expected to volunteer for such duties. 
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C 
Other duties, not known by October 1, will be brought to the faculty's attention &j much in 
advance of the duty as practical. 
ARTICLE VIII • EVALVATION OF TEACHERS 
A. Observations of Pre·Tenure (probationary) Teachers 
There shall be at least three (3) fonnal observations per school year, appropriatel)' spaced for the 
first year, beginning teacher, and at least two (2) fonnal observations for the experienced 
probationary teacher. Each fonnal observation must inelude a pre-conference and a post­
eonferenee. Eaeh non-tenured teaeher will participate in a minimum of tv.'o classroom visitations 
to volunteer tenured teachers per year as arranged by the non-tenured teacher, tenured teacher, 
and the building prineipal. 
B. Observations of Tenured Teachers 
There shall be at least one (I) formal observation per school ycar of each tenured teacher. Each 
formal observation must inelude a pre-conferenee and a post-conference. 
Procedure 
1. The formal observations for the evaluation of said teacher shall be done hy a Building 
Principal, the Chief School Officer or the Director of Special Programs. Other qualified 
evaluator positions may he added as deemed necessary upon agreement bet\\'een the Chief 
School Officer and the United Teachers. The evaluator shall remain during the full presentation 
of the lesson. Each formal ohservat10n report will be in Miting gnd shall be acknowledged by 
the teacher by hislher signature. Any written evaluation of such observation shall be signed by 
thl~ tcachcr only to indicate that he/she has seen it. 
2. After each formal observation, as soon as possible and within eight (8) school days, the
 
observer shall discuss with the teacher the class observed. The observer shall provide the teacher
 
and the Chief School Officer v,rith vlritten reaetions to thc formallcsson observed.
 
3. The purpose of the written fonnal observat~on report is tmdcrstood to be an a!>sessment of 
the teaehiAg techniques employed, class eontrol, and appropriateness of t:ontent in the observed 
lesson. v,,'hen deficiencies, problems, Or weaknesses in lesson presentation arc noted, the written 
fonnal observation report shall make specific suggestions for eorrection. The written fonnal 
ob-.ervation report shaH be given to the teacher within eight (8) school days of the Dbservation. 
Nothing in this paragraph limits the use of the evaluation instrument in an employee tcnnination 
procedure. 
4. In the event the discussion of any observation or any written evaluation is unsatisfactDry 
to the teacher, the right shaH be extended to himJher to express, in writing, histller rebuttal. 
These written rebuttals shall become a pennanent part of the cvaluation fonn which 1s placed in 
the teacher's file. 
5. At least once per year, teachers may meet with the bUilding principal to agree upon goals 
lor curriculum improvement. 
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D. Additional Formal and Informal Observations 
At any time during the school year, a professional staff member may request additional formal 
observations by the Building Principal, the Chief School Officer, or a Department Leader and 
informal ohservations by another teacher \\1thin the teacher's tenure area. 
E. Peer Collaborations 
1. Tenured unit members will be actively involved in peer collaboration with a peer coach. 
Peer coaches and tenured unit members will meet to develop a method to conduct a pre­
collaboration eonference, peer collaboration, and a post-collaboration conference. Peer coaehes 
will he provided with release time, if necessary. At the end of the collaboration process, the peer 
coach and the observed tenured tencher will sign a "Peer Collaboration Form" indicating the 
dates on which the pre-eollaboration, peer collaboration, and post-collaborati on conferences took 
place. No other information regarding the observation will appear on the form or be placed in 
the teacher's persolUlel file. 
2. The building prineipal or hislher designee will work with peer coaches to establish a 
schedule of observations. The schedule will call for peer collaboration involving approximately 
half of the tenured staff in the huilding each year. Each tenured teacher will be involved in peer 
collnhoration activities every second year. 
3. None of the language contaim:d in this section shall be construed as limiting the right of 
the adminiSTrator to conduct further observations, nor does it limit the right of the tenured teacher 
to request an administrative ohservation even though a peer observation may be scheduled or has 
taken place. 
F. Annual Professional Performance Reyiew (APPR) 
1. The parties agree that they will eontinue to negotiate eoncerning the Annual Professional 
Periorrnance Review (APPR) and any provisions of the Collective Bargaining Agreement 
pertaining to APPR, required by Chapter 103 of the Law uf201O, as amended by Chapter 21 of 
the laws of2012. 
2. Any agreement resulting from such negotiations shall be subject to ratification by the 
Board of Education and tht:: membership of the Assoeiation. 
ARTICLE IX - REPRESENTATION 
A teacher shall be given the opportunity of having a representative of the Tupper Lake United 
Teachers present at any conference bernreen the teacher and the administration. It shall bc the 
responsibility of the teaeher to make such arrangements. 
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ARTICLE X· TEACHER FILES
 
A. The Chief School Officer will be responsible for the compilation of personnel files on 
each teacher. Teachers are to provide college transcripts, diplomas, teaching certificates, 
certification of prior teaching service and other documents necessary to justify placement on the 
salary schedule. 
B.	 Each teacher'~ file will contain the following: 
1.	 Transcripts of college work provided by the teacher. 
2.	 Official transcripts and references provided by eolleges and universities. 
3.	 In certain instances, eorrespondence hy a teacher with the Administration or Board of 
Education and copies of responses thereto. 
4.	 Copies of teacher's evaluatiom which are, in all instances, filed only after review and 
disl,;u:)sion with the teacher involved. 
5.	 Copies of teaching certificates and records relating to certification. 
6.	 Copies ofdegrees granted to teachers by eol1egcs and universities. 
7. Confidential references from hislher college placement office, from former employers, or 
from other individuals or institutions, in the case of a teacher who reques1ed such. (The teElcher 
may not have access to these records. He/She may, hov.rever, request that they be destroyed or 
returned to the sender). 
C. Upon request, a tcacher will receivc <1 copy of any or all of the material contained in 
his/her file, except No.7 above. 
D. In the event that material, other than material described in Item No.7 above, is false or 
grossly misleading and such fact is demonstrated by the teacher to the satisfaction of the Cbief 
School Officer or an arbitration panel, such false or grossly misleading materials shall be 
removed from such teacher's file. 
E.	 Material thought to be of a derogatory nature will not be placed in a unit member's file 
unless the unit member has been given the opportunity to examine sueh material and aftix 
hislher signature with the date. A unit nu;mber's signature on any materials placed in the 
folder indicates neither approval nor disapproval of such materials, but only that the unit 
member has seen the material. 
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ARTICLE XI - HEALTH INSURANCE
 
1. See Reference to the Health Insurance Program at the end of contract as a Memorandwn 
of Understanding. 
Membcr~ of the unit who withdraw or are otherwise eligible for the Franklin-Essex-Hamilton 
Health plan during the life of this Agreement because alternative coverage from outside the plan 
is available to them, shall receive annualJy $1500 if they were covered or eligible for the family 
plan, and $570 if they were receiving or eligible for the individual coverage. Employees must 
declare by the first of the month and withdraw will take place only on the first of any month. 
Pa)ment will be added in equal amounts to the employee's final December paycheck and final 
June paycheck. The pa}ment may be added to an employee's flexible spending account. It is the 
responsibility of the unit member to follow the regulations of the flexible s.pending plan. 
Nothing contained herein shall preclude a member from re-entering the plan, however, payment 
for withdrawal will be pro-rated based. Employees may only enter the plan on January 1, March 
1, June 1, and September 1, amJUally. 
2. Health insurance shall be provided to full-time employees covered WIder this agreement 
at thc following annual cost to the employee: 
2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 
Single: $165 $313 $602· $947" 
Family: $375 $823 $1,584' $2,489" 
Super Family: $185 $411 $792' $1,244" 
·Thr: flat dollar totals Jor 2013-2014 are based on 7% ojpremium calculated on an escalator of 
10% of the previous year's premium. if the member's health in.surance plan premium Jar 2013­
2014 is less than the dollar amount above, then the member shall contribute the actual 
equ;\Jalent oJ7%/or that year. 
**Theflat dollar lotalslfir 2014~2015 are based on JO% a/premium £'alculated on an escalator 
of 10% from the previous year's premium. !f the member's health insurance plan premil~m Jar 
2014-2015 is less (han the dollar amount above, (hen the member shall cuntribute the uctual 
equtvalent oj10%Jar that year. 
Teaching Assistants - Health Insurance Contribution 
i.	 Teaching Assistants employed prior to 07/01/12 shall pay 80% of the 
teaeher contribution as defined in section 2 above. 
ii.	 New teaching assistants effeetive 07/01/12 and beyond shall contribute 
65% of the teaeher contribution as defined in section 2 above. 
School Nurse - Health Insurance Contribution 
The school nurse shall pay 75% of the teacher contribution as defined in 
section 2 above. 
Active employees who retiree shall revert to a zero I.:olltribution. 
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3. Members of this unit who retire under the Teachers Retirement System and after ten (10) 
years of full-time service to the district will be eligible for paid health insurance. The ten (l0) 
year service requirement will be waived for unit members employed by the District before July 
]. 2002. Insurance is tenninated upon the death of the retiree. The surviving spouse may 
purchase district insurance at cost. 
4. After age 65, Medieare becomcs thc primary source of Health Insurancc and the district's 
plan becomes secondary. For individual~ hired prior to July I, 2007, retired employees will be 
reimbursed for Medicare eosts twiee annually. 
Medicare Part B Spousal Reimbursement Effective for unit mcmbcrs who retire in the 2013­
14 year and thereafter, spouses will be entitled to 50% reimbursement ofMedicarc Part B 
premiums once the spouse reaches the age ofMcdicare eligibility. The District shall continue to 
provide 100% reimbursement of Medicare Part B payments to spouses ofmcmbers who retired 
prior to 2013-14. 
ARTICLE XII - DENTAL-OPTICAL INSURANCE 
The School District will contribute $300 for individual coverage or $600 for dependent covcrage 
for each teacher enrolling in a dental insurance andlor optical insurance program to be agreed 
upon by the Di..-tnct and the TLUT. 
ARTICLE XIII· WORKER'S COMPENSATION 
The professional staff is proteeted by Worker's Compensation. A staff member absent from
 
hisJher position due to accident or injury covered by worker's compensation may make the
 
fullowing choice:
 
I.	 He/She may receive and keep the compensation payment for days absent due to aceident or 
injury but if so, salary will not be paid for said period and sick leave will not be charged. 
2.	 He/She may receive full salary for days ahsent due to accident or injury but, if so, sick leave 
"vill be eharged and eompcnsation benefit payments will be paid to the School District. 
The School District will reimburse tcaehers for re~onable eost of replacing or repairing 
dentures, eyeglasses, hearing aides, or similar appurtenanees not eovercd by worker's 
compensation, which are damaged, destroyed or lost as a result of an assault sustained in the 
course of the teacher's employment, when the teacher has not been pcrsonally negligent with 
references to the incident. 
ARTICLE XIV • LONGEVITY INCREMENT 
Each employee with ten (10) or more years of full-time service in the di'strict shall be eligible to 
eject to receive a salary raise of $800 per year to be payable for one year only. Such raise shall 
be payable in the school year following the date the employee files a written request with the 
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Chief School Officer to elect to receive such salary' raise or immediately at the Board's option. 
For any year following the year in whieh such salary raise of $800 was paid, the salary of sueh 
employee shall be computed excluding such salary raise of $800. Each employee shall be 
entitled to exercise such election only once during hislher employment with the District. 
ARTICLE XV - SICK LEAVE REIMBURSEMENT 
Unit members who retire from the district with at least 10 years of service and who declare their 
intent to retire one hundred and twenty (120) days in advance of the date on which they will 
retire shall receive as a deposit to their 403(b) account. a non-elective employer contribution 
in the amount equal to $75 for each day of accumulated sick leave. The ten (to) year service 
requirement will be waived for unit members employed by the District before July 1, 2002. 
Effuctive July 1,2012 a eap of 200 days for the purpose of this buy back shall be imposed. 
However, members may continue to accumulate an unlimited amount of sick days to be used as 
needed. For those who have 200 sick days or more, on July I, 20l2, the cap shall bc 300 days 
for the purpose of trus buy back. These members may continue to accumulate an unlimited 
amount of sick days to be used as needed, as well. The notification of retirement shall be in 
writing and may not be withdrawn. Any teacher who is forced to retire due to a life 
threateningltenninal disability shall, on the last day of employment, receive the retirement 
benefit as if that teaeher had fulfilled the timely notification requirements of this provision. In the 
event of the death of an active employee who is eligible for sick leave reimbursement, the 
surviving beneficiary will receive payment a<; if the employee had retired from the district. 
Payment will be made in accordance v,'ith all pertinent laws and regulations and will be mutually 
agreed upon by TLUT and thc District. 
If the State of New York requires, or if the Board of Education elects to participate in a 
retirement incentive after March I, a unit member may inform the district of hislher inlention to 
retire and receive reimbursement for aceumulated siek leaves a<; jf notification bad been given by 
Mareh 1. 
Monies shalJ be contributed no later than ninety (90) days following the lasl day of service and in 
accordance with, and subject lo the conditions outlined below. 
Employer 403(b) Non-Elective contributions sball be contributed in accordance with, and subject 
to the following condition: 
1. No Cash Option: No employee may receive cash in lieu of or as an alternative to any of 
the Employer's Non·electivc Contr:ibution(s) described hcrcin. 
2. Contribution Limitations: In any applicable year, tbe maximum Employer Contribution 
sball not cause an employee's 403(b) account to exceed the applicable contribution limit under 
Section 415(c)(l) of the Code, as adjusted for eost-of-Iiving increases. For Employer Non­
elective Contributions made post-employment to former employees' 403(b) account, the 
Contribution Limit shall be ba<;ed on the employee's compensation, as detennincd undcr Section 
403(b)(3) of the Code. 
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In the event that the ealculation ofthe Employer Non~elective Contribution referenced in any of 
the preceding paragraphs exceed the applicable Contribution Limits, the Employer shall first 
make an Employer Non~e1ective Contribution up to the Contribution Limit of the Internal 
Revenue Code and then pay any excess amount as compensation directly to the Employcc. In no 
instance shall the Employee have any rights to, including the ability to receive, any excess 
amount as compensation unless and until the Contribution Limit of the Internal Revenue Code 
are fully met through payment of the Employer's Non-elective Contribution. In no case shall the 
Employer Non-elective Contribution exceed the Contribution Limit of the Internal Revenue 
Code. 
3. 403(b) Accounts: Employer Non-elective contributions shall be deposited into the 403(b) 
account seleeted by the employee from the mutually approved vendors to receive said Employer 
contri butions. 
4. Tier I Adjustments: Tier I members with membership dales prior to June 17. 1971, 
Employer Non-elective Contribution hereunder will he reported as non-regular compcnsation to 
the New York State Teachers' Retirement System. 
5. This section shall be subject to IRS regulations and rulings. Should any portion be 
declared contrary to law. then such portion shall not be deemed valid and subsisting, but all other 
portions shall continue in full force and effeet. As to those portions declared contrary to law, the 
Association and Employer shall promptly meet and alter those portions in order to provide the 
same or similar benefit(s) which conform, as closest as possible, to the original intent of the 
parties. 
6. Both the Employer and Employee arc responsible for providing accurate information to 
the 403(b) Provider. This information includes both Elective and Employer Non~Elective 
Contributions and the amount of the participant's Includible Compensation. 
Employee 403(b) Elective contributions: 
1. Employee elective 403(b) deferrals contributed through payroll deduction will he 
submitted biweekly by the District to a mutually agreeable third party administrator (TPA), 
currenlly the ING PlanwithEase program. 
2. Any change in the TPA must he made upon mutual agreement between the District and 
Association. 
3. A list of 403(b) carriers not to exceed sixteen (16) will be selected by the Association's 
finance committee and may be amended at any time at the request of the Association. 
4. All employer non-elective contributions will continue to be made ag detailed in Article 
XV ofthis contraet. 
ARTICLE XVI - PAYMENT FOR COVERAGE 
Teachers may agree to cover classes or portions of classes for other teachers who are absent.
 
Coverage may be provided during the covering teaeher's preparation and/or lunch time.
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Teachers nonnaHy will sign-up for this extra duty at the begiIUling of eaeh school year. Payment 
for such coverage will be at the rate of$16.00 per mod covered or in 20 minute blocks of time. 
Pay will only be provided for coverage during preparation periods and/or lunch. Teachers freed 
from classes because of field trips or other reasons, maybe assigned to cover other classes 
without additional compensation. 
ARTICLE XVII - PROCESS FOR REVIEW AND CHANGE OF
 
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
 
1. A Standing Extracurricular Committee will be established to determine the pay index for 
any new extracurricular activity. The committee will also revise indexes when the time required 
to conduct an aetivity changes. The committee will cornist of the Superintendent, the Athletie 
Director and two (2) teachers appointed by the President of the TLUT. 
2. The proccdure for requesting the addition of a new extracurricular activity should be as 
follows: 
a. The request should be given to the Principal of the building in which the aetivity 
will be based. If the activity involves athletics, a copy of the request will be given to the 
Athletic Director. 
b. Witbin five (5) school days, the Building Principal will make recommendations, 
and forward the request and hislher recommendations to the Superintendent of Schools. 
c. The Superintendent will call a meeting within ten (l0) school days of the 
Standing Extracurricular Committee to detennine computation of tbe recommended pay 
index. 
d. Within thirty (30) calendar days, the Superintendent of Schools will present the 
request, with hislher recommendations, to the Board of Education for tinal detemlination. 
PARTII-A
 
ACTIVITY/ADVISOR SALARY SCHEDULE
 
Each advisor will submit hislher plans for the year to the Building Principal. Remuneration will 
be paid when the work has been completed to the satisfaction of the Building Principal. 
Arrangements for the supervision of activities not speeifically mentioned in the following 
schedule will be at the discretion ofthe Principal. 
Continuing education and Driver Education rates eaeh school year wilJ be calculated using the 
fannuls: (Summer school rate/60=HourLy Rate). 
Coordinators 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 
Enrichment 1,151 1,174 1,198 1,221 
Sdnt. Act. Treas. 3,560 3,631 3,704 3,778 
Peer Coach (3 Activities) 75 77 78 80 
Student Publications 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-Z015
 
£\em. Newspaper 1,60~ 1,6~5 1,668 1,701
 
HS Newspaper 1,603 1,635 1,668 1,701
 
Yearbook 2,694 2,748 2,803 2,859
 
Adviso" 
MS Student Council 1,030 1,051 1,072 l,09~ 
HS Student Council 1,300 1,326 1,~53 1,380 
Senior Class Advisor (2) 2,219 2,26~ 2,~09 2,355 
Junior Class Advisor 547 558 569 580 
Sophomore Class Advisor 547 558 569 580 
Freshman Class Advi50r 547 558 569 580 
Honor Society 547 558 569 580 
Green Team 547 558 569 580 
Student Performance ;1011-2012 2012·2013 2013-2014 2014-2015
 
Director: Spr. Music. 2,281 2,327 2,373 2,421
 
Drama Club 2,281 2,327 2,373 2,421
 
Asst. Spr. Musk. 1,665 1,698 1,732 1,767
 
Asst. Drama Club 1,665 1,698 1,732 1,767
 
Band Director 1,902 1,940 1,979 2,018
 
Vocal Music 1,902 1,940 1,979 2,018
 
Accompanist 990 1,010 1,0~0 1,051
 
Set Stage Designer 1,358 1,385 1,413 1,441
 
JJ 
lllllor 2011-2012 2012·2013 2013·2014 2014-2015 
Continuing Educ. 51.37 52.40 53.45 54.52 
Summer School 3,082 3.144 3.207 3.271 
Driver Education 51.37 52.40 53.45 54.52 
Summer School-ESY 9,248 9,433 9,622 9,814 
Teaching Assistants 7,398 7,546 7,697 7,851 
Nurse 38.53 39.3 40.09 40.89 
Physical Education 51.37 52.4 53.45 54.51 
Physical Therapy 51.37 52.4 53.45 5451 
Speech Therapy 51.37 52.4 53.45 54.51 
Special Education Tutor 51.37 52.4 53.45 54.51 
Ticket Sellers 52.06 53.1 54.16 55.25 
Crowd Cont./Football 52.06 53.1 54.16 55.25 
cc Bask. 1 Game 52.06 53.1 54.16 55.25 
CC Bask. 2 Games 69.42 70.81 72.22 73.67 
Crowd Cont./Hockey 52.06 53.1 54.16 55.25 
Scorekeeper (Two Games) 28.2 28.76 29.34 29.93 
Penalty Box 34.71 35.4 36.11 36.83 
Clock Oper.-l Game 52.06 53.1 54.16 55.25 
Clock Oper.-2 Games 78.09 79.05 81.24 82.B7 
Clock Oper.-3 Games 91.11 92.93 94.79 96.69 
Shot Clock Op. Ipergame) 26.03 26.55 27.08 27.62 
Peer Coordinator (2) 1,780 1,816 1,852 1,889 
Teen Aids Prevention (TAP) 2,219 2,263 2,309 2,355 
Audio Visual Club 2,219 2,263 2,309 2,355 
Theatre Club 2,281 2,327 2,373 2,411 
Coaching Salary Schedule 
Each coach will present hislher practice plan and game schedule to the Director of Athletics. 
Remuneration will be paid when the work has been completed to the satisfaction of the Director 
ofAthletic.,;. 
Notes of General Application 
1. The Board of Education will conduct a periodic review of the non-coaching and coaching 
activities at the Tupper Lake Central School before determining which activities will be chosen 
for the following year. At the time of review, the published schedule of activities may be altered 
from the previous year in accordance with factors such as student interest, facilities available and 
participant numbers. 
2. Thc Board of Education will advertise all non-coaching and coaching positions on a 
yearly basis. Assignments will be detemrined by the Board of Education upon the 
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reconunendations of the Direetor of Athletics, the Building Principals and the Chief School 
Officer. 
3. The Board of Education wiH furnish the Ski Coach with a personal season ticket (not 
family) Or the equivalent amount each year, with the understanding that he/she must possess such 
a tickel to function as the coach. 
4. The Goard of Education will pay the annual, single member (not family) dues of the 
Country Club for the golf coach or the equivalent amount each year, with the understanding that 
he/she must possess at least such a membership to coach the golf team. 
5. Any physical education teacher or classroom teacher who accepts coaching ofa sport for 
the first time will start on step one (1) of the salary for that sport. 
6. There shall be no requirement in the Contract ofAgreement for the GolfCoach to obtain 
a CDL-P license and drive the bus to practice and/or matches. 
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COACIDNG SALARY SCHIWULE 1011-2015
 
1 
3,125 
COACHING SALARY SC!:f~ 
AI-Assignment 
Hockey, V 
2 
3,190 
• 
3,256 
4 
3,325 
5 
3,393 
• 
3,457 
7 
3,5.23 
• 
3.SBB 
• 
3,650 
1• 
3,7242011-12 
Baskelwll, V 3,156 3,lRA 3,254 3,321 3,392 3,461 3,526 3,593 3,660 3.723 2012-13 
Football, V 3,188 3,219 3,251 3,319 3,388 3,459 3,530 3,597 3,665 3,733 2013-14 
3,220 3,252 3,284 3,316 3,385 3,455 3,529 3,601 3,669 3,7392014-15 
A2-Assignment 1 2 4 5 7 9 1. 
Base-baJJ, V 2564 2',618 2,673 2,728 2,786 2,839 2,892 2,947 2,997 3,059 2011-12 
B~5ketb;)lI. JV 2,590 2,615 2,670 2,726 2,783 2,842 2,896 2,950 3,006 3,057 2012-13 
Crou Country 2,616 2,641 2,66B 2,724 2,781 2,838 2,899 2,954 3.009 3.066 2013-14 
Football, V. Assistant 2,642 2,668 2,694 2,721 2,778 2,B37 2,895 2,957 3,013 3,069 2014-15 
Football, JV 
Hockey, V A5si:otallt (Min. 18 Players) 
Soccer, V 
5pring Track (2) 
Volleyball, V 
>oftball, V 
Indoor Track (lj 
A3-Assig l1mel'lt 1 4 5 7 9 10 
Baseball, JV 2,118 2,162 2,207 2,254 2,301 2,345 2,391 2,434 2,477 2,5262011-12 
Cross Country, Asst. 2,139 2,160 2,205 2,251 2,299 2,347 2,392 2,439 2,483 2,527 2012-13 
Football, JV Asst. 2,161 2,162 2,204 2,249 2,296 2,345 2,394 2,440 2,488 1,5322013-14 
Soccer, JV 2,182 2,204 2,226 2,248 2,294 2,342 2,392 2,442 2,489 2,5372014-15 
Vollevb<:lll, rv 
Softball, JV 
A4-Assignment 1 4 5 7 9 10 
Basketball, Mod. Bovs(2) 1,786 1,823 1,862 1,899 1,940 1,977 2,014 2,052 2,087 2,1272011-12 
Baskerball, Moe!. Girls (2) 1,1:104 1,822 1,859 1,899 1,937 1,979 2,017 ',OS4 2.093 2,1292012-13 
Football, Mod. (2) 1,822 1,840 1,858 1,897 1,937 1,976 2,018 2,057 2,095 2,135 2013-14 
Golf 1,840 1,85B 1,877 1,895 1,935 1,976 2,015 2,059 2,098 2,1372014-15 
Skiing 
Soccer, Mod. 
Weight Training 
Baseball, Mod. 
Softball, Mod. 
Vollevball, Mod. (2) 
5pringTrack, Mod. 
1 2 4 5 7 9 10 
AS-Assignment 1,445 ],475 1,506 1,536 1,~b9 1,601 1,632 1.,663 1,689 1,720 2011-12 
Basketball, Elem. 1,459 ],474 1,505 1,536 1,569 1,600 1,633 1,665 1,696 1,723 2012-13 
Cheerh~ading,V Fall 1,474 1,469 1,503 1,535 1,567 1,600 1,632 1,666 1,698 1,7302013-14 
Cheerleading, V Winter 1,489 1,504 1.518 1,533 1,565 1,598 1,632 1,665 1,699 1,7322014-15 
Gymnastics 
Weight TraIning, A:.st. 
Steps beyond 10 are considered off step Bnd shall receive a 2% annual increase per stipend. 
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TEACHING ASSISTANts SALARY SCHEOULE 
For each school year prior to July 1, 2012, teaching assistants shall be compensated at a rate of 
80% of Level 1 on the Teachers' Salary Schedule if they are a returning TA (102). New 
teaching assistants as of July 1, 2012 shall be compensated at fl rate of 65% of Levell on the 
Teachers' Salary Schedule. 
!&ltd 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
102 
2011-2012 
Sase salaries 
$37,233 
$38,008 
$38,799 
$39,606 
$40,540 
$41,356 
$42,210 
$43,071 
$43,958 
$44,843 
$45,756 
$46,691 
$47,644 
$48,491 
$49,353 
$50,363 
$51,389 
$52,436 
$54,479 
$56,602 
$57,760 
$58,790 
$59,988 
$61,213 
$62,511 
$53,837 
$65,193 
$66,575 
$67,988 
$69,434 
$70,921 
$72,440 
$73,994 
$75,579 
$77,202 
$29,787 
TEACHERS SALARY SCHEDULE
 
2012~13 2013-14 2014-15 
Base Salaries Base Salaries Base Salaries 
$37,956 $38,791 $39,760 
$38,734 
$39,528 
$40,339 
$41,188 
$42,048 
$42,927 
$43,816 
$44,705 
$45,605 
$45,505 
$47,442 
$48,396 
$49,364 
$50,340 
$51;320 
$52,314 
$53,380 
$54,888 
$56,885 
$58,627 
$59,572 
$60,752 
$61,977 
$63,275 
$64,601 
$65,955 
$67,336 
$68,770 
$70,233 
$71,630 
$73,165 
$74,697 
$76/259 
$77 ,897 
$30,364 
$39,516 
$40,315 
$41,129 
$41,983 
$42,847 
$43,730 
$44,622 
$45,514 
$46,417 
$47,320 
$48,258 
$49,214 
$50,183 
$51,163 
$52,145 
$53,142 
$54,211 
$55,574 
$57,568 
$59,242 
$60,627 
$61,754 
$62,907 
$64,117 
$65,445 
$66,800 
$68,181 
$69,664 
$71,146 
$72,346 
$73,750 
$75,257 
$76,869 
$78,481 
$31,032 
$40,315 
$41,117 
$41,936 
$42,794 
$43,661 
$44,548 
$45,443 
$46,338 
$47,243 
$48,148 
$49,089 
$50,046 
$51,016 
$51,999 
$52,983 
$53,983 
$55,054 
$56,518 
$58,259 
$59,835 
$61,475 
$62,773 
$63,914 
$65,079 
$66,299 
$67,655 
$69,036 
$70,639 
$72,071 
$73,251 
$74,488 
$75,934 
$77,501 
$79,188 
$31,808 
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TEACHER SALARY GOIDELINES AND SCHEDULES
 
Section oJ. Base Schedules: 
1. J Teachers will advance at the rate of one level per year. 
1.2 To qualify for the next level on the salary schedule, a teacher must work, including paid 
leave, at least a. full semesler, or 90 days, in the current school year and have fulfilled all of the 
professional and certification requirements to maintain status as a "highly quaJified teacher" as 
defmed by NCLB. 
1.3 Approved cQIlegc graduate or in-seTVice credit hours shall mean courses in one's major 
field. in the behavioral sciences, in elementary or secondary education, reading or in the 
departmental area in whieh employed. For salary credit. all courses must receive prior approval 
by the Chief School Officer. 
IA Teachers, teaching assistants, and school nurses shall be paid for approved college 
graduate or in-service credit in thc following marmer: 
Graduate and in·serviee credit for the first 30 hours shall be $63 for 2011-2012; $63 for 
2012-13; $63 for 2013-14; and $63 for 2014-15. 
Graduate and in-serviee credit for 31 hours and over shall be $80 for 2011-2012; $80 for 
2012-13; $80 for 2013- 14; and $80 for 2014-15. 
Teal:hers will be paid for one Master's Degree only in the followlog marmer: 
Masters payment shall be $600 for staff starting after June 30, 2002. 
MaSlers payment shall bc $859 for 2011-12; $859 for 2012-13; $859 for 2013-14; 
nnd $859 for 2014-15 forstaff starting bcforeJuly 1, 2002. 
1.5 At its discretion, the Board of Education may pay a relocation allowance to new staff 
members. 
Section 2. Salary Schedules for Guidance Counselors: 
2.1 Guidance Counselors will be paid at the appropriate step and credit hours of the teacher 
schedule plus an additional 40/0 of this amount (step + hours + masters) x 104% = salary. 
Counselors who work an 11 month schedule will be paid an additional 10%. 
2.2 New counselors will be placed on the teacher's salary schedule at the diseretion of the 
Board of Education, with the exception that a new counselor will not be placed on a higher step 
than an existing counselor unless the years of experknce nre greater. 
23 An eleventh month schedule is defined as working 22 days between the close of the 
regular leacher work year in June and the start of the regular teacher work year in ~eptember. 
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Section 3. Stipend for Department Leaders and Curriculum Coordinators: 
2011-2012: $3,560 
2012-20ll: $3,631 
2013-2014: $3,704 
2014-2015: $3,778 
The Peer Coach Con~ultants (one at the MiddlelHigh School and one at LP Quinn) will each
 
receive one half of the yearly amount paid to Department Leaders and Curriculum Coordinators.
 
Section 4. Salary Differential for School Psychologist::;
 
School Psychologists will bc paid the same as Guidance Counselors (see section 2 above).
 
Section 5. SalarY Differential for School Nurses
 
School Nurses ",::ill be paid 3t 75% of the appropriate ~lt.':p.
 
ARTICLE XVIJI DURATION OF THIS AGREEMENT 
TIle Board and the United Teachers agree that thc provisions contained in this Agreement 
relating to the terms find conditiom of ('mJlloyment for employees covered hereunder, shall 
remain in full force and effect ailer the expiration date established in the Agreement and until a 
new or different negotiated Agreement has heen entered into between the employer and the 
recognized employee's organization representing the employees of the negotiating unit. 
The terms of this agreement shall commence July 1,2011 and expire on Jillle 30, 2015. 
ARTICLE XIV CONFORMITY TO LAW SAVING CLAUSE 
If any provision of this Agreement or the application thereof to flny pc.rson or circumstances is 
held invalid, the remainder of this Agreement and the application of sueh provi~jon to other 
persons and l:in..:umstatlces shall not be affel~ted thereby. 
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ARTICLE XV CIVIL SERVICE LAW SECTION 204-0
 
IT is AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS 
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT [TS 
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE 
ADDITIONAL FUNDS TIillREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE LlNTIL THE 
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAi. 
WITNESS 
IN ¥r:;~S~ WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands and seats this IO'\~ay uf
+- ,2012, 
BOARD OF EDUCATION TUPPER LAKE UNITED TEACHERS 
k~' 
Seth McGowen Mary Agne~ PelJetieri 
Superintendent of Schools President 
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DEPARTMENT LEADER POSITION DESCRIPTION AND CONDITIONS 
(Agreed upon by TLUT and TLCSDBOE on July 22. 1999) 
Revised: JUDe 11, 2002; Rel'ised: Marth 4, 2004 
Middle/High School Department Leader 
.Q@lifications: 
•	 NYS Certification for subject and a minimum Df five years ofteaching experience. 
•	 Successful completion of an approved professional development experience that prepares 
the individual for educational leadership. 
Reports to: 
The building Administrator. 
Position Goal: 
To provide leadership, coordinate currieula, and facilitate intra and inter-dcpartmental 
communication for the purpose of enhancing student learning experiences and outcomes. 
Perfonnance Responsibilities 
AnnlU:lI Duties: 
•	 Work with teachers and the principal to facilitate the development and implementalion of 
an annual department improvement plan. 
•	 Collect hudget requisiti(lns and provide department sUIIunaries for textbook orders, 
equipment, field trips, and supplies. 
•	 Advise administration on departmental budget priorities. 
•	 Participate as members of appropriate hiring committees. 
•	 Advise the prineipal and guidance counselors on building the master schedule. 
Periodic Duties: 
•	 Schedule and coordinate department activities described by the annual plan. 
•	 Conduct monthly department meetings to review goals, document progress, Improve 
communication, and address new concerns. 
•	 Participate in department leader meetings once each month. 
•	 Advise the Staff Development Committee on professional development needs. 
•	 Provide monthly swnmaries of department activities (written). 
•	 Coordinate, with the principal and guidance counselors, the Middle SchooJ State
 
Assessments and Regents Exams. This will includc:
 
41 
• Arranging with the principal to order needed tests. 
• Organizing department members to distribute, administer and collect the tests. 
• Secure materials and organize staff for performance components ofexams. 
• Plan, organi7.e and report local Or regional scoring or tests. 
Ongoing Duties: 
• Act as department spokesperson. 
• Collect and review teachers lesson plans. 
• Conduct observations of non~tenuredstaf[ 
• Conduct peer observations and coaching of tenure staff. 
• Redistribute correspondenee and educational materials to appropriate teachers. 
• Provide verbCll feedback to the Principal upon request. 
Note: They shall rem'lin part of the teacher's collective bargaining unit and receive the same 
benefits and protection as all union members. 
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Curriculum Coordinator Position Description and Conditions 
(Agreed upon by TLUT and TLCSDBOE on June 3, 2004) 
Elementary Curriculum Coordinator 
Q!.Jalifications: 
•	 NYS Certification for subject and a minimum of five years of teaching experience. 
•	 Successful completion of an approved professional development experience that prepares 
the individual fOI educational leadership. 
Reports to: 
The building A.dministrator. 
Position Goal: 
To provide leadership, coordinate curricula, and facilitate intra and inter-departmental 
eommunication for the purpo~e ofenhancing student learning experiences and outcomes. 
performance Responsibilities 
Annual Duties: 
•	 Work with teachers and the principal to facilitate the development and implementation of 
an annual improvement plan for the subject area. 
•	 Collect budget requisition5 and provide summaries for textbook orders, equipment, and 
supplies as needed by the principaL 
•	 Advise administration on budget priorities within the subject area. 
•	 Partieipate as members of appropriate hiring committees. 
•	 Organize and facilitate subject area stale and local assessments. 
•	 Plan, organize and report local or regional scoring of tests. 
Periodical Duties: 
•	 Schedule and coordinate subject area activities described by the annual plan. 
•	 Conduct monthly subject a.rea meetings to review goals, documenL progress, Improve 
communication, and address new concerns. 
•	 Participate in curriculum wurdinator meetings as established by the Principal. 
•	 Advise the Administration and Staff Development Committee on professional 
de\'elopment needs. 
•	 Provide monthly written summaries of subject area activities to A.dministrators, other 
Currieulum Coordinators and Department Leaders. 
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Ongoing Duties: 
• Act as suhject area spokesperson. 
• Conduct observations ofnon-tenured staff as established by the principal. 
• Conduct peer ob::iervations and cottehing of tenure staff. 
• Redistribute correspondence and educational materials to appropriate teachers. 
Notc: Curriculum roordinators shall remain part of the teacher's collective bargaining unit and 
receive the same benefits and protection as aU union members. 
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Addendum A 
Observations and Peer Coacbing by Department Leaders 
and Curriculum Coordinators 
1. Observations of non-tenured faculty at least twice annually. 
2. Will include the Middle/High School. Observation arrangements at the cJemenlary 
school will be assigned by the principal. 
3. Peer coaching would remain as it presently exists. 
4. The pre-tenure staff observation fonn shall be used for observations by Department 
Leaders and Curriculum Coordinators. Department Leaders and Curriculum Coordinators will 
provide verbal feedback about these observations to the Principal upon request. 
5. Periodic observations will be (.;onducted ofnon-tenured faculty, a copy of the observation 
will be provided to the teacher with a copy to the building principal, the observation foml will 
not he placed in the teacher's personnc1lile. 
6. Departmen\ Leaders will pecr coach aU tenured staff in the department annually. The 
current fonn on peer coaching will be used. The Department Leaders will provide vi,;rbal 
feedbal:k to the principal upon request 
7. Observers must be given training. 
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Peer Coaching COQrdinator Position Dcscription and Conditions 
(Agreed upon by TLUT and TLCSDDOE on July 30, 2008) 
Position: 
Peer Coaching CoordiI18tOf 
Qualifications: 
•	 NYS Certification and a minimum offive years of teaching experience. 
•	 Successful completion of an approved professional development experience that prepares 
the individual for educationalleader~hip. 
Report$ to: 
The building Administrator. 
Positiun Goal: 
To provide leaUership, coordinate peer coaching of tenured staff, and facilitate 
pcofessionalteaching excellence in the classroom. 
Performance Dutie~: 
•	 Work with building principals and peer coaches to establish a schedule for observations 
oftenuredtenche~. 
•	 RecruitmentBod training ofpcer coaches. 
•	 Coordination and oversight of the Peer Coaching Program as outHned in Article VIII, 
Section E ofDOE-TLU1' Contract. 
•	 Collection of pre and post observationfonns and survey of Peer Coaching Program. 
•	 Annual report verifying completion ofpeer coaehing collaboration program:>. 
Periodical Duties: 
•	 Schedule and coordinate subject area activities described by the annual plan. 
•	 Conduct monthly subject area meetings to review goab, document progress, improve 
conununication, and address new concerns. 
•	 Participate in curriculum eoordinator meetings as established by the Principal. 
•	 Advise the Administration and Staff Development Conunittee on professional 
development needs. 
•	 Provide monthly WTitten summaries of subject area activitie,,;; to Administrators, other 
Currieulum Coordinators and Department leaders, 
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